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Alcohol distribution.

Our niche market is large and small

organisations that have a service in alcohol

distribution from brewing to delivering to publicans.  

Our focus is on improving the experience of handling

kegs and cases for delivery drivers and customers

which will in turn improve customer satisfaction and

efficiency in the supply chain and the industry overall.

 The adjacent Observations of problems in the

industry guided us through our concept development.

CHOSEN
INDUSTRY



LESS  HANDLE,
LESS HASSLE

Business Case

The phenomenal growth of the drinks industry in the last six years is

a modern success story, contributing to the economic, social, and

cultural fabric of Ireland. Almost 90,000 jobs across the country

are dependent on the drinks industry alone. It purchases over

€1.1bn of Irish produce annually, exports goods worth over €1.25bn.

There is new growth for a market specialising in the distribution of

drink products both alcoholic and non-alcoholic. Our Niche or early

adaptors are those businesses that are involved with the delivery of

large quantities of drink or smaller enterprises that operate a

delivery service in drink related products.

We want our solution to:

 encourage accurate, less manual lifting,

 

to increase stability for heavy goods in transit 

allow for easy access to difficult to reach sites. 

Our aim is to reduce injury rates globally across

the drinks industry due to the manual lifting of

kegs.

BUSINESS
CASE



7400 pubs

72

OPERATING TODAY 

How big is the Market?

MICRO BREWEWRIES IN 
IRELAND ALONE

The Market

OVER 4,000
ACCIDENTS YEARLY IN THE

MATERIAL HANDLING OF KEGS

-CSO HOSPITALITY STATISTICS

Wholesalers workers, Delivery drivers of Breweries/ distilleries 

Third party companies that are hired by distilleries

and breweries to deliver their produce

Customer Segments

Publicans, Bar staff, Hotel employees

Sales/ Revenue

The global beer kegs market size was valued at USD 45.2 billion in

2018. Shifting consumer preference toward premium beer and

flavored varieties is a key factor driving the global market. The rising

trend of on-premise sales is also expected to fuel market growth. It is

clear kegs alone are an industry of value that could have a steady

revenue due to large sales especially to publicans for on premises sales



Frustrations:

Age: 62

Location: Kildare

Occupation: Fulltime

delivery driver with Diagio

Status: Married

User Story

Customer Satisfaction

Time efficient deliveries

Positive staff moral 

Safety

-Inability to transport kegs via

vehicle over curbs and closer to

the customers door.

-Damage of goods due to

trowing from heights

-Punctures of current vehicle

tyres

Easy Access to delivery site

As a delivery driver in a fast pace distribution role I need efficiency of last mile logistics to deliver

customer satisfaction and reduce delivery times and injuries. Keg handling is a dangerous, very

manual logistics with current product solutions just not suitable for our line of work.

Motivation

What I need:

--A motorized vehicle to speed

up deliveries

-Sufficient wheels to mount

footpaths, withhold a heavy

load weight without failure

-Compact vehicle that won't

take up truck space 

Frustrated Frank

User Persona



The
Problem

Deliver efficiency , remove risk , ensure customer to business

relationship satisfaction as this product allows your delivery

closer to the door mounting kerbs, reducing manual labour

and ensuring less injuries to the Alcohol industry of the

distribution of kegs

Solution
statement

Problem & solution  statement 

LOADING BAYS 

Limited access in towns and city's trucks are abandoned and drivers have to

travel on foot with deliveries.

INJURY 

injury due to manual lifted, dragged, twisted, rolled ect.. Companies have

invested into possible solutions but none are said to be feasible.

CUSHION DROPPING

There would be serious implications if someone was to be  hit by a keg from

a height or even at ground level. It is dangerous for the drivers and people

passing by.



CAD 
Modeling 





User interface features

Hand remote to control the power on/off of the bracket

storing the vehicle. 

The motor in the bracket to lower the vehicle to the

ground is opperated by the  power on green button, then

the buttons featuring the up/ down arrows.

The middle locking buttons is to release the mechanism

latch holding the conveyer and vehicle together when

the vehicle has 3 kegs and is ready to become mobile. 

The Vehicle Handle user interface opportates when the

vehicle wheels become in contact with the ground,. It

features Indicators to notify pedestrians or automobiles

the route the vehicle is taking. There is also braking

controls and buttons to move the guid rails up when the

kegs are ready ti be dispensed from the slope onto the

vehicle. 

Safety features include an emergancy stop button and a

Buzzar to sound as warning 

User Controls



Dimensional Considerations

We considered various vehicle heights for our

2 part product which will suit both vans and

conventional trucks.

The most important heights to consider were

the vehicle drop height from the vehicle edge

to ground level. 

We established we had half a meter to allow

our product to fit compactly on the outside on

the underneath of the delivery vehicle for

more space efficiency.

Our Overall product dimensions are 300mm in

length x 160mm in width, suiting the half a

meter (500mm) gap.

Dimensional Study



Removing the product from the truck for use

 

Getting the product to fold out/in, up/down

needed to be an automated function as it is a

heavy product to lift manually 

We looked into using hydraulics to drive the

motor out for use however having a bracket with

telescopic legs to lower the vehicle to the

ground allows the vehicle to be hand driven out

by the powered handle

Product positioning on Truck

Sitting on the bed of the truck would

take up too much space needed for kegs

and palletized products.

Having it inside the truck against the

doors could affect use of tailgate

loading/ unloading the truck

It must be a detachable product to allow

unloading/ loading or ability leave it on

site if not required for a delivery

Attaching the 2 products

 

The attachment joint will work as a

support so needed to be made from a

strong material.

There needs to be a release mechanism

to allow the vehicle to be mobile from

the conveyor

The attachment joint also has to allow

the ability for the product to fold up

compactly so the joint needed to have a

rotation motor

E S T A B L I S H I N G  W H A T  W O R K E D  A N D

W H A T  D I D  N O T

Design Considerations



The product can hold up to 3 kegs at any given time (160IBS per keg) 

The Vehicle can withstand the weight of 3 kegs and the conveyer belt Approx.

670IBS, the wheels  bare the most weight and can withhold up to a max

weight of 2,000IBS (Load capacity of a 6" diameter wheel).

Loading/ Unloading from different sides of the vehicle as guide rails move down, 

Vehicle at a height from the ground unlike a pallet truck to stop bending over to

maneuver kegs and to give a greater ground clearance.

Product

Specifications
Reach a 6km speed limit similar to an automated pallet truck, with a

pedestrianized speed limit to be efficient and timely while following safety

regulations especially when around the public.

Load

Speed

Special features

Product Specs



ADVANCED MANUFACTURING 

TECHNICAL
CONSIDERATIONS NOISE FACTORS

Weather conditions 

Level of ground (terrain)

Load weight deviation

kerbs 

footpaths 

Different operator 

Environmental changes if

left outside/ stored

outside 

      (Ice, Rain, Heat)

Proximity switch

Rotational, linear motor

to allow the latch

attachments to bend up

and for the belt to move

Buzzers/ Timers/

LEDS as warnings to the

public

Telescopic Legs to allow

the bracket holder to be

moved down

MANUFACTURING
TECHNIQUES 

MATERIAL
SELECTION

Rotational molding for

the vehicle shell as it is

made out of plastic 

The conveyer frame will

use CNC machining or

die casting

All other manufacturing is

readily available to

combilift

Thermoplastics, metal,

rubber

Plastics include

polyester, polyvinyl

chloride, silicone and

polyethylene

Metals include carbon

steel and stainless steel

Manufacturing Considerations



Evaluating effectiveness

Scenario:

Observation of keg delivery on a

street with steps into the pub
Current Machine used

Still- Electric Pallet Truck
Our New specific offering 

Combilift- Combi ULK-33 kegs were wrapped together with

stretch wrap and transported on a pallet

by an electric pallet truck

When the destination was reached the

wrap was split and kegs separated as the

vehicle could not go up stairs and deliver

as close as possible the kegs had to be

manually lifted one by one from a low

height requiring bending. 

Too low to the ground for rough terrain,

curbs, steps or inclines

Hard to maneuver due to the small wheels

Bending down to pick up the products

which could cause back injuries if poor

manual handling is used 

Higher level to work from loading/

unloading with ease by rolling the kegs off

instead of lifting or throwing

Secure side guides can lower in whichever

direction necessary to allow removal of

kegs in busy or narrow areas

Roller wheels to mount footpaths, stairs

and inclines

Usage Scenario



Development to engage Combilift 

Powered Vehicle 
Combilift specialize in a number of vehicle
products, our vehicle will be an energy
efficient suitable add on to their product line.
With automated technology solutions.

Inspiration 
Our final concept development inspiration is
taken from the Moffet mounted forklift on a
truck and combilifts pedestrianized pallet
trucks   

Manufacturing 
Combilift already use appropriate
manufacturing techniques to manufacture
our 2 part product. Making it a cost effective
product offering.

Specialists 
We understand that there is specialist
employees working on the engineering of
products with advanced technology such as
hydraulics and multidirectional features
within combilifts range already. Therefore we
feel our product is a viable offering 

User Persona



OVERALL NET BENEFIT 
Minimal competitors with an overall advantage
to profit from a large uncontested industry with
high volumes of accidents annually and
customers frustrated by current make shift
solutions

FIT FOR PURPOSE 
The final design is fit for purpose and serves the
needs of our problem statement 

SPECIFIC DESIGN 
The design is specifically designed for reducing
manual handling efforts to achieve high
performance from clients in the alcohol
industry  

IMPROVES PERFORMANCE 
The design is efficient and thus reduces last
mile delivery times for distributors within the
industry. 

Commercial viability 

Commercial Viability 


